High-resolution computed tomography with 16-row MDCT: a comparison regarding visibility and motion artifacts of dose-modulated thin slices and "step and shoot" images.
Dose modulation can be used to reduce the radiation dose in computed tomography (CT) examinations while still obtaining the necessary diagnostic image quality. Multidetector-row computed tomography (MDCT) provides the possibility of simultaneous reconstruction of thin and thick slices from the same raw data. To compare thin slices reconstructed from a dose-modulated helical acquisition and conventional high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) images taken with the "step and shoot" technique in terms of visibility and motion artifacts, in order to investigate the possibility of excluding "step and shoot" acquisition from the HRCT examination. Twenty patients were examined by a dose-modulated helical acquisition, "MDCT smart mA," and by a noncontiguous cross-sectional high-resolution 16-row MDCT examination, "MDCT step and shoot." Images from four anatomical levels, made anonymous regarding identity and technical data, were analyzed in random order by four thoracic radiologists. "MDCT smart mA" was worse than "MDCT step and shoot" in terms of visibility. Concerning motion artifacts, "MDCT smart mA" was better than "MDCT step and shoot." Thin images reconstructed from a dose-modulated 16-row helical MDCT acquisition ("MDCT smart mA"), as performed in our study, do not provide sufficient image quality regarding visibility compared to the "MDCT step and shoot" technique for the latter technique to be excluded from the HRCT examination.